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Mary Schneider
4392 White Pine Avenue
Orlando FL 32811

April 6, 2000
Usama bin Laden TERRORISTS
Aided and Abetted in these United States by
Islamic Muslim Moroccans Subversive Associates
Who are Bribing Corrupt U.S. Government Officials
Mr. Louis Freeh, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington D.C. 20535
Dear Mr. Freeh:
I have just learned that your agents, presumably from Orlando, recently told one of the witnesses and
informants in the above-named matter, something to the effect that “…they [FBI] consider all of this a
big joke, that the informants and myself have made all of this up and that I have made all of this up
because I am only trying to get money out of it…”
Needless to say I am astounded, perplexed and outraged if this was actually said in all sincerity. I
hope, if this was in fact their statement, that it was mistakenly taken out of context, or it was said
with the specific honorable purpose and intent to place witnesses off guard for their own protection
and safeguard and/or to prevent leaks while an extensive investigation is being conducted.
However, if the above statement was not made in jest or for other than an honorable, just purpose,
then I apprise you Mr. Freeh of very active corruption and cover up within your own ranks. If this is
the stance and direction your local agents are taking to consider this a “joke” and there is no
extensive investigation being conducted, then consider this Sir, a formal complaint that my integrity
and veracity is being falsely maligned and there is an extensive and critical obstruction of justice
within your own department.
The FBI is our last outpost, the final means we turn to for protection in our country from corruption
and criminal activity detrimental to our national interest and personal security. If we can not seek and
find justice and protection with you, the FBI, then whom?
NO, this is not fabricated – and NO I have not put my life and peace of mind on hold for the past two
years to courageously fight and battle day in and day out to protect my beloved America and fellow
Americans only to be subjected to a living hell every day for being a whistleblower only for self
grandizement and “getting some money out of it”; only for this to be considered a “joke” and to watch
the criminal activity of these corrupt officials being protected and sanctioned!!
For honoring and upholding the very Oath I took to protect and defend Our Country, the Constitution
and my fellow Americans - I take great offense at this false, absolute, inane accusation.
If this statement was made in an accusatory and judgmental manner, that I have fabricated and made
all of this up just to get money out of it then your agents most certainly have not engaged in any
form or type of valid investigation but have only listened to the erroneous, false, meaningless,
nonsensical, defamatory vilification of innocent informants and whistleblower by seditious malefactors
whose sole intent is to preserve their nefarious domain and their proverbial backside.
You have the technology, ability, authority and responsibility to seek and procure
existing physical evidence by means of wiretapping, surveillance, parabolic devices,
existing bank records, phone records, perhaps email and internet communication
subversives. The amount and quantity of information I have forwarded to you is,

the mounds of
etc. There are
between these
in and of itself,

sufficient to cause any reasonable average John Doe on the street to conclude there is foul play
amongst us.
Home/Fax: (407) 296-8034

Cell/Voice: (407) 247-4920

NO, I did not illegally access my combination safe at work to break into my locked metal box,
damaged beyond repair, to illegally use my assigned and numbered security approval stamp – they
did.
NO, I did not impersonate myself, a federal officer, in making harassing phone calls to the public –
they did.
NO, I did not remove my own official notes detecting felony fraud from a quantity of case files and
then have them approved – they did.
NO, I did not maintain a bank account for the sole purpose of accepting bribery cash deposits that
was closed immediately upon being notified by the OIG they were under investigation – they did.
NO, I did not produce a counterfeit search warrant and forge a District Judge’s signature for the sole
purpose of illegally confiscating evidence in the form of “any communication from Mary Schneider” and
the answering machine tape recording of the INS employee impersonating me, a federal officer – they
did.
NO, I did not immediately shred official government records destroying the only existing official
documents which recorded which alien was interviewed on what day by which officer and continued for
fraud – they did, upon being notified by the OIG they were under investigation.
NO, I did not write the New York Times article on the arrest of Orlando resident, Egyptian Terrorist
Ihab Ali and NO, I did not create the related AOL internet chat room conversation on May 23, 1999
discussing this Egyptian terrorist Ihab Ali and his subversive associates being aided and abetted by
Islamic, Muslim Moroccans and the naming of corrupt government officials known to be taking bribes
for many years.
None of this and the following can be ignored in the search for truth and justice in this matter:
➢ Names of American women used by Islamic Muslim Moroccans [these women are
knowledgeable that these Moroccans used their joint bank accounts to bribe
corrupt INS officials]
➢ American woman blackmailed by an attorney in the Assistant U.S. Attorney’s
office in exchange for a “no prosecution” for her culpability in felony fraud
Moroccan sham marriages
➢ Money orders to bribe my supervisors and the Tampa bank these were drawn on
➢ Moroccan Abad in possession of INS OIC Stella Jarina’s private home phone
number
➢ INS SDAO Susan Dugas personally phoning to notify and warn Abad the very day
his in-laws met with me in my office in June of 1998
➢ Tape recording of INS inspector impersonating me in harassing phone calls
➢ INS Office of Internal Audit investigator Dalton McIntosh’s collusion in their
conspiracy, his threats to the informants and threats of terminating me from
federal service and his arranging to meet with the informants in July of 1998 at
his hotel, his failure to show or notify them of cancellation or postponement; or
his collusion with OIC Stella Jarina and SDAO Susan Dugas to illegally harass and
attempt to intimidate me as a whistleblower over bogus complaints
➢ INS Examiner George Chandler in collusion with Jarina and Dugas phoning and
threatening the informants and their family regarding their former son-in-law
Abad
➢ The counterfeit search warrant and the U.S. District Judge purportedly calling for
an investigation into the forging of his signature on the counterfeit search warrant

➢ Conspirators Rob and Ron (homosexuals) arranging sham marriages with their
gay and lesbian friends, bribing INS supervisors
➢ Congressional Subcommittee on Civil Service Reform staff member, Ned Lynch,
aware of the monitoring of suspicious activities by Orlando congressional staff and
Orlando INS OIC Stella Jarina
➢ Landed permanent resident, Marcien Jean, aware of marriage ring conspirators
having someone inside the INS office helping them
➢ Respected Orlando Cardiologist whose illegal Mexican patient informed him that
Mexicans were bribing inspector(s) at the Orlando International Airport for illegal
admission
➢ The modus operandi of Islamic, Muslim Moroccans engaging in felony fraud sham
marriages: consistently filing bogus complaints against me with Congressman
McCollum’s Orlando staff assistant Nancy Abernathy in order to justify removing
the case from my office and assured approved
➢ Security Officer Boyd Lester aware of INS SDAO Susan Dugas surreptitiously reinterviewing felony fraud cases I did not approve.
➢ The large quantity of felony fraud cases in which I have obtained video taped
confessions, the six marriage fraud rings I have detected and the illegal
dereliction of duty to allow the conspirators and arrangers to leave the INS
premises without question or consequence
➢ The large quantity of felony fraud cases surreptitiously removed from my office
and approved, include some 50 Islamic, Muslim Moroccans (said list previously
transmitted to you by my letter of February 24th [copy attached])
Corruption is pervasive throughout our government at every level. During my 28 years in
federal service I have never seen so much arrogance, insolence and blatant gross,
criminal abuse of the public trust.
Mr. Freeh, I have written to you on September 23rd and December 20th of 1999, and again
on February 18th and 24th of 2000 [copies attached], without response.
I respectfully request that you provide a written response to the multitude of information
I have provided. This corruption and criminal activity threatening our national security
can not continue.
Sincerely,

Mary Schneider
INS Examiner (DAO)

Attchs (2)
Faxed 04/06/00 to (202) 324 – 4705
cc: David L. Ross, Attorney at Law
Ross, Rose and Hammill
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 634
Beverly Hills CA 90211
(323) 653 – 7724

